NOTES:

1. WARNING: This drawing does not illustrate the installation methods required for hazardous locations. Prior to any installation in a Classified Hazardous Location, verify installation methods by the Control Drawing referenced on the product’s name tag and national and local codes.

LEVELMASTER

CONDUIT, NIPPLE, 3/4" X 1 3/8", CLOSE GALV N
O-Z/GEDNEY #GUAT75 HAZ-LOC J-BOX 3/4

O-Z/GEDNEY #SR-975-375 3/4 .25-.375 CO (ELBOW)

O-Z/GEDNEY #UNY75S CONDUIT, UNION, 3/4" M-F

O-Z/GEDNEY #SR-75-375 3/4 .25-.375 COR (CONN)

CABLE FROM TANK OR BARRIER. USE DRIP LOOP

NOTE: USE SEAL TIGHT FITTING. TURN DOWN FOR WATER PROTECTION.

NOTE: USE A DRIP LOOP TO PREVENT MOISTURE FROM ENTERING THE LEVELMASTER.

TANKS 1-3 DUAL CABLE INSTALLATION

TANK 4